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U N I F I E D C O M M U N I C AT I O N S S O L U T I O N S D E S I G N E D F O R

Automotive
Dealerships
You go the extra mile for your
customers, shouldn’t your phone
system do the same for you?
ClearlyIP Phone systems are a great fit for
dealerships and service departments that depend
on their PBX to connect them with customers.
Our systems handle the day to day work, but we also give you
innovative options, and the adaptability to grow with your business.

Easy to
Use GUI

911
Compliant

Kari’s Law
Compliant

Kari’s Law requires that any Multi Line Telephone System (MLTS) will allow
callers to reach emergency services via 911 without the need to dial a
prefix for an outside number first. Most older systems don’t allow for this
change, all ClearlyIP solutions are compliant.

TRUNKING SERVICES
ClearlyIP Trunking Service aka “SIP
trunking” utilizes your own internet
bandwidth to route your calls instead of
using expensive traditional analog phone
lines or T1/PRI connections. We provide a
smooth easy, business-friendly transition
to the cloud.
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PHONE SYSTEMS

PHONES

At ClearlyIP we have designed our phone
systems to meet your needs. Creating
powerful solutions, while keeping costs
low. Our phone systems are compact and
space-saving and allow you to control
access to your hardware.

All Clearly IP phones are designed to work
with your favorite SIP based PBX or
softswitch and can be easily provisioned
free of charge using the ClearlyIP Device
Manager software or the Clearly Devices
module for FreePBX® based systems.

Security Tools
A single button that instantly dials multiple programmed numbers and plays a pre-recorded
message to the recipients. The phone then goes into a broadcast-only mode, allowing the people
on the receiving end to note the location of the call, and hear what is transpiring in the room.

All Clearly IP products come with some level of
professional support from the Clearly IP team.

